#593 Arm-Knit Scarf
Designed by Kirsten Hipsky

Finished size:
about 10” wide and 60” long or desired length
Yarn:
1 sk each Valley Yarns Berkshire (85%
Wool/15% Alpaca, 141yds/100g) colors 39
Coffee Bean, 46 Dark Brown Heather, 30
Caribbean Blue, 24 Light Blue, 15 Red
(2 strands of each color are used, making 10
strands held together throughout)
Needles:
Your arms!
Other Materials:
ball winder (optional)
basket or box to hold yarn while working
Gauge:
2 sts = about 4”, exact gauge not important

About 70 yards of any super bulky yarn (or even
roving!) can turn into a scarf in under 30 minutes
with this fun and fast, needle-free arm knitting
technique.

Need help? Watch our youtube video here:
http://youtu.be/IlSdf_LCN4o

Casting on:
1) Wind each skein into 2 equal center-pull balls, preferably on
a ball-winder, even if the yarn is already in ball form. This helps
eliminate tangles and helps the strands draw consistently. Place
center-pull balls in a single basket or box on the floor beside
you while standing up. Remove jewelry, long-sleeve tops, and
any distractions. Though arm knitting doesn’t take long, you are
literally tied to your project while you’re doing it and your
hands won’t be free for the next 20 minutes or so.

3) Put your right hand through the stitch you just made.
4) Grab the yarn attached to your skeins overhand and pull it
through the stitch.
5) Place this new stitch on your left wrist.
Repeat Steps 3 through 5 until you have 5 stitches on your left
arm.

2) Holding 10 strands of yarn together, create a slip knot and
place it on your left wrist. This is your first stitch.
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Row 1:
Step 1) Put your right hand up through the stitch closest to
your left hand.
Step 2) Grab the yarn attached to your skeins overhand and
pull it through the stitch.
Step 3) Flip your right hand so your palm is facing you. Going
fingers-first, place the new stitch on your right arm while
letting the old stitch fall off your left arm.
Repeat Steps 1 through 3 to the end of the row.
Row 2:
Step 1) Put your left hand through the back of the stitch closest
to your right hand.
Step 2) Grab the yarn attached to your skeins underhand and
pull it through the stitch.
Step 3) Place the new stitch on your left arm while letting the
old stitch fall off your right arm.
Repeat Steps 1 through 3 to the end of the row.
Repeat Rows 1 and 2 until scarf reaches desired length, ending
with a Row 2.
Binding off:
Step 1) Put your right hand up through the first two stitches on
your left arm.
Step 2) Grab the yarn overhand and pull it through both
stitches.
Step 3) Place stitch back on your left arm.
Repeat Step 1 through 3 until 1 stitch remains. Cut yarn and
fasten off.
Weave in all loose ends.
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